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                1 (February 16, 2006.  Realtime file.  Part B.  United 
States

                2 versus Ken Lay, Et Al)

                3           (The following was had before the jury)

                4             THE COURT:  Please be seated.  You may

       10:20    5 continue.

                6 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

                7  Q.   Mr. Rice, I think we were in the midsts of this

                8  document that was on the board, and I'm not sure if you

                9  finished reading that yellow part or not.

       10:20   10  A.   I think I did.

               11  Q.   Okay.  Let's go to the next page.  And, Pam, if you

               12  would first just blow up the bar chart that's about

               13  halfway down.

               14                  Was this type of chart one of the ways

       10:21   15 that EBS tracked the growth in its intermediation 
business?

               16  A.   It's the -- it's how we tracked our trading 
business

               17  growth.

               18  Q.   And you agree that chart showed strong growth in

               19  intermediation market in the first quarter of 2001?



       10:21   20  A.   It showed strong growth in the number of 
transactions

               21  and trades that we did in the first quarter.

               22  Q.   I just want to frame this discussion to make sure

               23  that we're -- for the jury's purpose we know where we 
are.

               24  You agree this document is dated April 6?

       10:21   25  A.   Yes.
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                1  Q.   Okay.  So it's right between the special analyst 
call

                2  and the first quarter analyst call; correct?

                3  A.   That's correct.

                4  Q.   So this memo is reflecting the various trades that

       10:22    5  were being completed in this first quarter; is that 
right?

                6  A.   Yes.

                7  Q.   And we went over yesterday Mr. Skilling's comments

                8  regarding his statements regarding what had gone on in 
the

                9  first quarter in bandwidth or remediation; right?



       10:22   10  A.   Yes.

               11  Q.   Pam, if we take that chart off and go to the 
bottom.

               12                  If you can just read the two yellow 
parts,

               13  first of all we're now talking about the first Long Haul

               14  circuit?

       10:22   15  A.   Correct.

               16  Q.   That's one of the markets EBS was trying to create

               17  for the first time?

               18  A.   Yes.  Everything -- everything we were doing within

               19  EBS was a new distinct market.

       10:22   20  Q.   And if you could just read the two yellow portions?

               21  A.   EBS completed trades with 11 new counter-parties in

               22  the first quarter, including transactions with tally com

               23  New Zealand, France tally con, and I kwil la, even I 
tell,

               24  AS, WCI cable and global internet working.

       10:23   25  Q.   If I could stop you there, wasn't one of the ways
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                1  that EBS tracked the growth much its intermediation

                2  business was trying to track the number of additional

                3  counter-parties to the trades?

                4  A.   Well, we wanted to -- we wanted to track the number

       10:23    5  of people that were trading with us, just so we could

                6  gauge the interest the overall interest in participation

                7  in the marketplace.

                8  Q.   You agree, Mr. Rice, that one of the things you 
were

                9  looking at as the CEO of EBS was whether in each quarter

       10:23   10  there were additional counter-parties being added 
because

               11  that would signify a broader market and potentially more

               12  liquidity correct?

               13  A.   That would significant signify there were more 
people

               14  interested in trading and potentially increasing the

       10:24   15  number of trading partners that we had.

               16  Q.   And based upon your experience in the natural gas 
and

               17  electricity area, you knew that the critical thing to do

               18  was to try and get some sort of critical mass and

               19  counter-parties because at that point you could have a

       10:24   20  market literally gain additional velocity; right?

               21  A.   Yes.  We knew for us to do what we eventually 



wanted

               22  to do in bandwidth trading and bandwidth intermediation,

               23  we needed liquidity.  And we would ultimately need not

               24  only a lot of counter-parties, but a lot of volume 
traded.

       10:24   25  Q.   Can you read the last part there at the bottom.
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                1  A.   "The most popular traded route continues to be

                2  New York/LA, however, we have seen an increase in the

                3  number of other routes trades, among these New York to

                4  Miami, Houston to L.A., New York to D.C. are becoming

       10:24    5  increasingly active."

                6  Q.   Would it also be fair to say, Mr. Rice, in this 
first

                7  quarter of 2001, EBS was beginning to expand the Long 
Haul

                8  market outside of the original L.A., New York market?

                9  A.   Yes.  We were finally beginning to do that.  We had

       10:25   10  installed 25 pooling points the previously year and most

               11  of the activity was only occurring at a couple of 
pooling



               12  points, so we did want to see more activity beyond just

               13  the New York to Los Angeles route.

               14  Q.   Okay.  If we can go to the next page, please.  And,

       10:25   15  Pam if you could just go to the first part that's 
yellow.

               16                  Again, this section gives the status and

               17 the IP transport and transit area?

               18  A.   Yes.

               19  Q.   And can you just read the part that's yellow.

       10:25   20  A.   "We completed 18 trades in the first quarter with 9

               21  counter-parties, of which 8 were new."

               22  Q.   And a little farther down the counter-parties

               23  included MCI and WorldCom; correct?

               24  A.   Yes.

       10:26   25  Q.   If we can go down to Section D.  Again, this is a
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                1  different new market that EBS was trying to create

                2  liquidity in?

                3  A.   The -- yes, we were trying to we were trying to do



                4  business in the locals -- in the metro side of the

       10:26    5  business.

                6  Q.   If you could just read the yellow portion, please.

                7  A.   "We have traded with 14 new counter-parties so far

                8  this year across a variety of locations, specifically

                9  New York, San Francisco, Denver, Portland, and London."

       10:26   10  Q.   Okay.  If you could go down to the last part that's

               11  yellowed out.

               12  A.   "We traded with amongst others, SBC, Pac Bell,

               13  Ameritech, BT France Telecom and TT Net.

               14  Q.   And you agree, Mr. Rice, those were significant

       10:27   15  potential counter-parties that could help create a 
liquid

               16  market?

               17  A.   Doing business with someone like SBC and Pac Bell

               18  would be important.  I don't see in here how much of 
this

               19  business was actually done with those counter-parties.

       10:27   20  Q.   If we could go down to the next part.  And this is

               21  the media services area, Mr. Rice?

               22  A.   Yes.

               23  Q.   And just so we're clear with the jury, although 
media

               24  services was in EBS, it really wasn't necessarily a



       10:27   25  broadband market; correct?
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                1  A.   Yes.  It was only slightly related to what we were

                2  doing and that was they were buying and selling

                3  advertising space.

                4  Q.   And this was an innovation that no one had thought 
of

       10:27    5  before EBS was trying to set this market up; right?

                6  A.   Not that I know of.

                7  Q.   And at that time you viewed the advertising space

                8  market as potentially a multi-billion dollar market

                9  itself; right?

       10:28   10  A.   I never viewed it as being that big.  I that you 
want

               11  it was a good opportunity but it was nothing -- it was 
not

               12  going to develop into anything like the natural gas or

               13  electricity business.

               14  Q.   And again, in some of these markets you'll see I'm

       10:28   15  not sure if this one does but we will talked about the



               16  issue of loss versus profits and some of these areas

               17  they're going to talk about losses in these different

               18  markets you agree that doesn't mean that EBS was buying

               19  high and selling low but rather it's a mark to market

       10:28   20  accounting of the value of its positions?

               21  A.   No, I don't agree with that.  I think there's some

               22  buying high and selling low.  Some trades lose money, 
some

               23  trades make money.  The extent to which the dark fiber

               24  portfolio affected the profit and loss is not something

       10:29   25  that I am familiar with in this case.  I know that
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                1  Mr. Fallon would tell me that we are not making money on

                2  many of our trades.

                3  Q.   Okay.  If we can go to the bottom on -- Pam, I'm at

                4  Page 3 of the document.  Did I miss -- yeah, why don't 
we

       10:29    5  go the Page 4, then.

                6                  And can you tell the jury what's 
yellowed



                7  out there on Page 4.

                8  A.   "Europe completed 47 transactions in Q117 new

                9  counter-parties this clearly illustrates the rapid 
growth

       10:30   10  in excess of 500 percent across all the European trading

               11  metrics."

               12  Q.   And one of your goals at EBS was to try and create

               13  these intermediation markets in Europe; correct?

               14  A.   One of our objectives was to create intermediation

       10:30   15  and trading markets for bandwidth in Europe.

               16  Q.   And as of the spring of 2001, you were actually

               17  starting to develop some counter-parties and some

               18  liquidity in that market; right?

               19  A.   It's not -- it's my understanding we never 
developed

       10:30   20  much liquidity in any of our markets.  We did trade with 
a

               21  number of people in each of those markets.

               22  Q.   If we could just go back to the media services 
market

               23  briefly that's on Page 3, Pam, the bottom.

               24                  In the media services market, you'd 
agree

       10:30   25  those counter-parties listed in the bottom are all
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                1  creditworthy counter-parties that would not be affected 
by

                2  the telecommunications downturn?

                3  A.   Yeah, I would -- yes, I would agree that they -- 
they

                4  would be creditworthy counter-parties.

       10:31    5  Q.   Isn't it a fact, Mr. Rice, that in this February,

                6  March, April time period, for EBS, you still thought 
there

                7  was a chance it could blow the top off of earnings and

                8  have a great year?

                9  A.   No, I didn't -- I didn't think that we had a very

       10:31   10  good chance of blowing the top off of earnings and 
having

               11  a great year.  I was very concerned about our financial

               12  numbers at this point in time.

               13  Q.   Pam, replay the defense media Exhibit 67.

               14                  Mr. Rice, I'm going to play a clip of a

       10:32   15  statement you made at the February 14, 2001 EBS employee

               16  meeting.

               17             MR. HOLSCHER:  Your Honor, if we haven't



               18 yesterday admitted Exhibit 67, we would ask to do so at

               19 this time.

       10:32   20             THE COURT:  You haven't really offered any of

               21 the media exhibits, but I'll admit this one.

               22             MR. HOLSCHER:  Thank you, Your Honor.

               23             THE COURT:  Media Exhibit 67?

               24             MR. HOLSCHER:  Correct.

       10:32   25              (Exhibit Number ** was admitted)
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                1             THE COURT:  All right.  Go ahead.

                2              (Whereupon, the tape was played)

                3 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

                4  Q.   And, Mr. Rice, this was a statements you made to 
the

       10:33    5  EBS employees at one of these all employees meetings?

                6  A.   Yes.

                7  Q.   And these were the employees who were involved in 
the

                8  very businesses you were summarizing; correct?

                9  A.   Yes.



       10:33   10  Q.   You also agree that the February 14th, EBS all

               11  employees meeting, you went through essentially, many of

               12  the same videos and statements that you had made to the

               13  analysts on January 25th, 2001?

               14  A.   I -- at that meeting I went through much of my part

       10:34   15  of the presentation at the January 25th, 2001 
conference,

               16  and including the things that I said at the conference

               17  that were not true.

               18  Q.   And in fact, Mr. Rice, it's -- it's your testimony

               19  that you were lying to the EBS employees on February 
14th,

       10:34   20  2001, when you were making these positive statements 
about

               21  EBS; correct?

               22  A.   Certain of the statements were false statements.

               23  Q.   And how many of the EBS employees were at this

               24  February 14th all employee meeting?

       10:34   25  A.   I don't know what the number was.
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                1  Q.   Was it in the hundreds?

                2  A.   Probably, yes.

                3  Q.   And your statements at the EBS all employee meeting

                4  on February 14th, 2001, obviously it was recorded;

       10:34    5  correct?

                6  A.   Yes.

                7  Q.   And wasn't that also placed on a EBS website so 
that

                8  if any employees missed that meeting, they would have an

                9  opportunity to view it?

       10:34   10  A.   I don't know if it was.

               11  Q.   And, Mr. Rice, isn't it true that the people you 
were

               12  making these false statements to about the EBS' business

               13  were the very people who would know the most about those

               14  businesses?

       10:35   15  A.   Yes, I think people like Jim Crowder and Tad Sites^

               16  were there and he said in that video clip that we had a

               17  tremendous demand for the types of transactions and

               18  products and services that Tad and Jim were working on 
and

               19  that was just wrong.

       10:35   20  Q.   And, Mr. Rice, did any of these employees at the

               21  employee meeting come up to you on February 15 or 16 and



               22  say I'm upset with you, Mr. Rice, you're misrepresenting

               23  the business I'm in?

               24  A.   They didn't do it on that date.  But Mr. Fallon

       10:35   25  expressed his concern several times, and Mr. Sites
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                1  expressed you know, his surprise that I had said there 
was

                2  tremendous demand for the things he was working on.

                3  Q.   In fact, Mr. Fallon when he came to you to talk to

                4  you, was not expressing concern for the statements you

       10:36    5  were making he was expressing concerns for what he

                6  believed was your lack of leadership with EBS; correct?

                7  A.   Well, Mr. Fallon expressed concern about both.

                8  Q.   At no time did Mr. Fallon indicate to you he 
believed

                9  he was making any false statements to the public, did 
he?

       10:36   10  A.   Mr. Fallon, in December, November or December of 
the

               11  year 2000 did express concern to both myself and

               12  Mr. Hannon that he was being required to pitch the you 



can

               13  assess of our bandwidth trading business as better than 
it

               14  really was for the 2001 analyst conference.

       10:37   15  Q.   And we've gone through the scripts of the 2001

               16  analyst conference, there are 20, 30 people on those

               17  distribution lists for those drafts?

               18  A.   Yes.

               19  Q.   You agree that Mr. Fallon is viewed as a bit of a 
hot

       10:37   20  head within EBS?

               21  A.   I don't know if he was a hot head.  He was 
definitely

               22  spoke his mind, though.

               23  Q.   At the time you told people you thought he was a 
hot

               24  head right?

       10:37   25  A.   I don't know maybe I did.
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                1             MR. BERKOWITZ:  Object to relevance of this.

                2             THE COURT:  What's the relevance of this?



                3             MR. HOLSCHER:  I don't want to do a speaking

                4 objection, Your Honor, trying to put in context that he

       10:37    5 attributed to Mr. Fallon that there was another 
explanation

                6 for the statement that Mr. Fallon made.

                7             THE COURT:  All right.

                8             MR. HOLSCHER:  And I'll move on.

                9 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

       10:37   10  Q.   Mr. Rice, I want to go forward to the early summer 
of

               11  2001.  In the early summer of 2001, EBS was considering 
a

               12  transaction to Quest; correct?

               13  A.   Yes.

               14  Q.   And this was a transaction where essentially EBS

       10:38   15  would sell a significant portion of its network to Quest

               16  and get back in turn the right to use that network over 
a

               17  long period of time?

               18  A.   That's my recollection of that transaction.

               19  Q.   And who at EBS was working on that transaction?

       10:38   20  A.   I believe the lead negotiator on it was a gentleman

               21  by the name of Stewart Sealason^.

               22  Q.   And this transaction got so far along that lawyers

               23  were actually draft I think up contracts?



               24  A.   Yes, I think so.

       10:38   25  Q.   And your inside and outside accountants had looked 
at
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                1  this transaction?

                2  A.   I believe they had by this point.

                3  Q.   And you knew as of this summer of 2001 that the

                4  lawyers and accountants had all approved this as an

       10:38    5  appropriate transaction that EBS could do; right?

                6  A.   It's my understanding that -- I don't know that 
they

                7  had given final approval only it but I don't recall any

                8  issues in terms of legal and accounting issues.

                9  Q.   And, in fact, this transaction in the second 
quarter

       10:39   10  of 2001 would have allowed EBS to record significant

               11  earnings for the quarter; correct?

               12  A.   Yes.

               13  Q.   Can you give the jury an estimate of how many tens 
of



               14  millions of dollars EBS could have lawfully recorded in

       10:39   15  the second quarter of 2001 if it could have completed 
this

               16  transaction?

               17  A.   It's my recollection that had we completed the

               18  transaction, this Quest transaction, under the terms and

               19  conditions that EBS wanted to complete the transaction

       10:39   20  under, that it would have been enough or close to enough

               21  to allow us to make earnings for the second quarter, but

               22  we never were able to negotiate it; pricing under that

               23  agreement that would give us those kinds of earnings.

               24  Q.   Mr. Rice, I just want to be clear.  In the second

       10:40   25  quarter of 2001, EBS recorded loss in excess of $100
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                1  million; correct?

                2  A.   Yes.

                3  Q.   And, in fact, Quest was quite eager to do this

                4  transaction; right?

       10:40    5  A.   They wanted to do the transaction.



                6  Q.   And you had discussions with Mr. Skilling about

                7  whether EBS should go forward with this transaction with

                8  Quest; correct?

                9  A.   Yes.

       10:40   10  Q.   And at that time you knew the CEO of Quest was

               11  calling Mr. Skilling urging that Enron and EBS agree to

               12  this transaction; right?

               13  A.   Well, what I remember happening was we were very 
far

               14  along on the transaction, and the stumbling point or the

       10:40   15  reason the transaction wasn't getting done was because 
EBS

               16  could not agree with the negotiater's request on what 
the

               17  price and term of the network transaction and the 
services

               18  contract would ultimately be.

               19                  So those were really the two key issues 
in

       10:41   20  getting the transaction done.  And we brought -- we

               21  couldn't resolve that between the negotiater's at Quest

               22  and EBS and Quest asked their CEO to get involved we 
asked

               23  Mr. Skilling to get involved.

               24  Q.   In fact, Mr. Rice, what you discussed with

       10:41   25  Mr. Skilling was that if EBS sold its network to Quest,
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                1  EBS could make money in the second quarter but it could

                2  harm the future of its bandwidth intermediation business

                3  because Quest could not guarantee the instantaneous

                4  transfer of the bandwidth; isn't that right?

       10:41    5  A.   No, I don't think that's right.

                6  Q.   You're certain of that?

                7  A.   Yes.

                8  Q.   Okay.  In fact, didn't you have discussions with

                9  Mr. Skilling as to whether the EBS transaction the 
second

       10:42   10  quarter was good long-term for the future growth of EBS?

               11  A.   I don't understand the question.

               12  Q.   In fact, didn't up discuss with Mr. Skilling that

               13  this transaction that could result up to $100 million of

               14  profits on EBS' books might impact the future of EBS'

       10:42   15  business that would limit its ability to instataneously

               16  sell this bandwidth?

               17  A.   No, that's not -- that's not what happened in that



               18  transaction at all.

               19  Q.   Okay.  It's your testimony there was not a 
technical

       10:42   20  problem with what Quest could do under this agreement 
that

               21  people at EBS thought might harm the future of the

               22  business?

               23             MR. BERKOWITZ:  I'll object.  Asked and

               24 answered.

       10:42   25             THE COURT:  Overruled.
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                1             THE WITNESS:  It's my understanding what I

                2 remember from the transaction was we were selling much of

                3 our network, if not all of it, to Quest.  We had a plan 
for

                4 a long time, and Mr. Skilling and I both agreed that

       10:43    5 ultimately that was good for us to sell our network.  In

                6 exchange, we would be getting services back from Quest.

                7                  Now, I don't recall there being an issue

                8 with whether Quest could viably provide those I and I 
don't



                9 think there was because I don't think we would have ever

       10:43   10 gotten the deal to the point where we asked Mr. Skilling

               11 and Quest CEO to get involved if there was that kind of 
an

               12 issue.

               13                  What I remember is the issue being the

               14 price differential between our network and what we were

       10:43   15 paying for services, and I did believe that we would be

               16 saddling EBS and perhaps Enron with a long-term services

               17 contract that financially constrained us.

               18 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

               19  Q.   You agree that Mr. Skilling was the person who made

       10:44   20  the decision not to go forward with the Quest 
transaction;

               21  correct?

               22  A.   Yes.

               23  Q.   And you agree that this was a lawful transaction 
that

               24  would that would have permitted EBS to record lawfully 
and

       10:44   25  appropriately over $100 million of revenue for the 
second
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                1  quarter of 2001; correct?

                2  A.   Yes.

                3  Q.   And you agree that Mr. Skilling told you he did not

                4  think that transaction was in the best interest of EBS

       10:44    5  long-term; correct?

                6  A.   Yes.  Ultimately, the discussion with Mr. Skilling

                7  was that it was too much of a price for EBS and Enron to

                8  pay to do that transaction.

                9  Q.   And if you had done that transaction, that July 12,

       10:44   10  telephone conference with the analyst, Mr. Skilling 
would

               11  have been able to tell the analyst we have hit our 
number

               12  for the second quarter; correct?

               13  A.   Had we done that transaction I think we would have

               14  hit our number for the second quarter.

       10:45   15  Q.   And there were people within EBS like Mr. 
Seelickson^

               16  lick son who were urging Mr. Skilling to do that; right?

               17  A.   Yes.  Mr. Seal son was certainly urging him to do

               18  that.

               19  Q.   Have you listened to the July 122001 analyst call?



       10:45   20  A.   I have listened to it.  I didn't listen to it at 
the

               21  time, though.

               22  Q.   You agree in that call Mr. Skilling did is a rather

               23  negative assessment of the bandwidth market?

               24  A.   Yes.

       10:45   25  Q.   And he announces a loss of $108 million for EBS?
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                1  A.   Whatever the loss was, that's what he announced.

                2  Q.   I'd like to have you look at Exhibit 33440, Mr. 
Rice.

                3  I believe it's your cooperation agreement that I put in

                4  front of you at the beginning of the morning.  Do you 
have

       10:46    5  that in front of you?

                6  A.   Yes, I do.

                7  Q.   Pam, can you put up Page 4, Section D.

                8                  And if you could just read out the 
yellow

                9  version I just want to ask you a couple of questions,

       10:46   10  Mr. Rice.



               11  A.   The yellow part?

               12  Q.   Please.

               13  A.   "Defendant agrees to inform the Department of any

               14  attempt by any third party to interview, depose or

       10:46   15  communicate in any way with him regarding this case, his

               16  cooperation, or any other information related to Enron 
or

               17  transactions involving Enron."

               18  Q.   Was it your understanding under Section 7D that the

               19  government did not want you to meet with us?

       10:47   20  A.   No.

               21  Q.   In fact, Mr. Rice, we contacted you through your

               22  counsel a couple of times to ask you to meet with us; do

               23  you recall that?

               24  A.   I am aware of that.

       10:47   25  Q.   And your counsel declined; right?
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                1  A.   Yes.

                2  Q.   And then after that, you got something more of a



                3  court filing which indicated to you, it would not be a

                4  violation?

       10:47    5             MR. BERKOWITZ:  Your Honor, I object to this

                6 line of questioning.  I think there is a motion in limine

                7 getting to the Court.  I don't recall it.

                8             MR. HOLSCHER:  I believe just the

                9 documentation, Your Honor.  The question was appropriate,

       10:47   10 but just not a document.

               11             THE COURT:  Overruled.

               12 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

               13  Q.   And, in fact, you later got a -- some information

               14  that put you on notice that if did meet with the defense

       10:47   15  it would not violate Section 7D; correct?

               16  A.   Yes.

               17  Q.   Now, you also know, don't you, Mr. Rice, that 
people

               18  from the task force informed your counsel in writing not

               19  to speak to Mr. Petrocelli; correct?

       10:48   20             MR. BERKOWITZ:  Objection, Your Honor.  That 
is

               21 the subject of the motion.

               22             THE COURT:  Yeah, I think that's not proper.

               23 Approach the bench a minute.

               24             MR. HOLSCHER:  Yes, Your Honor.



       10:48   25             THE COURT:  Where are you going with this?
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                1             MR. BERKOWITZ:  First of all --

                2             MR. HOLSCHER:  That's it.  Just they weren't

                3 going to talk to us and he's a biased witness.  I am not

                4 going to show him a document.  I don't plan to show him a

       10:48    5 e-mail.  You asked him about a letter from the task force

                6 saying that he was not to talk to Petrocelli.

                7             MR. HOLSCHER:  Right.  But we're not going to

                8 talk about the document it goes he's biased he's with the

                9 government.

       10:48   10             MR. BERKOWITZ:  Your Honor, this is the,

               11 they're asking to get into him to say whether he's aware

               12 that, was Mr. Weisman with the task forts.

               13             THE COURT:  Is that.

               14             4, no, I'm done.  Are you talking about the

       10:49   15 wise man. ^

               16             MR. BERKOWITZ:  The subject of it not the



               17 e-mail just there was a communication not to talk to us

               18 which goes to his bias.

               19             THE COURT:  That's totally improper and

       10:49   20 misleading.  Have a seat.

               21             MR. HOLSCHER:  I'm sorry.

               22             THE COURT:  Have a seat.

               23           (The following was had before the jury)

               24             THE COURT:  The jury will disregard the last

       10:49   25 question asked by defense counsel.
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                1                  MR. HOLSCHER:  I can move on to our last

                2 area of our questions, Mr. Rice.

                3 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

                4  Q.   If you could look at Defense Exhibit 33472.

       10:50    5  A.   Do you have a tab number?

                6  Q.   Tab 146.  Actually, we have one area after this.  I

                7  don't want to jump the gun.

                8                  Do you recognize this exhibit?

                9  A.   Yes, I do.



       10:50   10  Q.   And what is it?

               11  A.   This is the minutes of the meeting of the board of

               12  directors for Enron Corp from May 1, 2001.

               13  Q.   And this is the minutes of the presentation you 
made

               14  to the Enron board of directors on that date?

       10:51   15  A.   I believe so.

               16  Q.   Do those minutes accurately reflect what you said 
to

               17  the board on May 1st, 2001?

               18  A.   I believe they do.

               19  Q.   Could we have that published, Pam?

       10:51   20             MR. HOLSCHER:  Your Honor, we move to admit 
if

               21 it is not otherwise admitted.

               22             THE COURT:  All right.  It's admitted.

               23              (Exhibit Number ** was admitted)

               24 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

       10:51   25  Q.   Going to the bottom of the first page, Mr. Rice.
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                1  First of all, were you the first presentation to the 
Enron

                2  board on May 1st, 2001?

                3  A.   I don't know if I was.

                4  Q.   How many times have you made presentations to the

       10:51    5  Enron board before May 1st, 2001?

                6  A.   I made a couple of presentations a year for 
probably

                7  the previously five years.

                8  Q.   And would you normally prepare for those

                9  presentations?

       10:52   10  A.   Yes.

               11  Q.   It was an important event for you in terms of 
making

               12  a presentation to the actual board of directors of the

               13  company; right?

               14  A.   Yes.

       10:52   15  Q.   It was a pretty smart and also esteemed group; 
right?

               16  A.   Yes.

               17  Q.   And it was important for you to make a good

               18  impression?

               19  A.   Yes.

       10:52   20  Q.   At any time before May 1st, 2001, have you ever 
made



               21  a false representation to the Enron board?

               22  A.   Not that I can recall.

               23  Q.   Now, I would like you to just read for the jury the

               24  summary of your presentation and if there's any part of

       10:52   25  that that is not what you said or you don't believe is 
an
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                1  accurate summary, just let us know.

                2  A.   Okay.  Starting with Mr. Lay's part?

                3  Q.   Yes.

                4  A.   "Mr. Lay called upon Mr. Rice to begin the Enron

       10:52    5  Broadband Services presentation.  Mr. Rice stated that 
EBS

                6  had three major business segments, intermediation

                7  services, the Enron intelligent network, and content

                8  services.  He stated that the goals of the IS and CS

                9  segments were to be the world's largest buyer and seller

       10:53   10  of bandwidth and network services and the world's 
largest

               11  provider of premium broadband delivery services,



               12  respectively.  He stated that EIN's bottle was to deploy

               13  the most efficient global network and noted that the EIN

               14  currently had 25 pooling points on three Continental.  
He

       10:53   15  noted that the global network was substantially complete

               16  and that more pooling points would be added as the 
network

               17  was scaled.  He then -- I did not believe our network 
was

               18  substantially completed at this point.  He then 
commented

               19  on recent market developments in network offices and 
EBS'

       10:54   20  response including one, transaction velocity that was

               21  dramatically increasing which was allowing EBS to make

               22  markets global.  Multiple new network products were

               23  emerging and EBS was actively originating circuit, IP,

               24  storage, streaming, and bundled transactions.  Three,

       10:54   25  multiple new entrants were transacting and EBS had
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                1  significantly increased the number and depth much its



                2  counter participants.  He a couple of those were

                3  misleading and did not include some real information on

                4  how our originating circuit transactions were really

       10:54    5  performing."

                6  Q.   Do you know what I'll do to speed this up, Mr. 
Rice,

                7  I'll ask you to read through it and I'll ask you more

                8  specific questions once your done.

                9  A.   Okay.  "He noted that turmoil in the came markets 
was

       10:54   10  simulating demand for EBS' flexible, innovative networks

               11  services.  He then reviewed EBS' most active city cares

               12  and noted that Los Angeles New York accounted for 36

               13  percent.  Business.  Mr. Rice then discussed the IS

               14  segment and commented on the number of transactions and

       10:55   15  new customers over the last five quarters.  Mr. Skilling

               16  joined him in answering questions from the board and

               17  discussing competitors, the similar similarities between

               18  broadband and gas markets, and the timing of the growth

               19  and EBS' markets and customers.  Mr. Rice then presented

       10:55   20  charts depicting customer and transaction mix and noted

               21  approximately 50 percent of transactions went to 
physical

               22  delivery, 50 percent went to financial settlement.  He

               23  then discussed a contract under negotiation to provide



               24  intermediation services to a third party and stated that

       10:55   25  EBS -- stated that EBS be I think -- would be the 
network
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                1  services provider and another company would be the

                2  distribution provider.  He noted that EBS was 
negotiating

                3  a five-year, fixed price contract with exclusivity and

                4  that it was anticipated to close in the second quarter."

       10:56    5  Q.   If I can stop you.  That's referring to the MSN

                6  contract?

                7  A.   I think that's the MSN contract.

                8  Q.   Go on, please.

                9  A.   Mr. Rice then moved to have a discussion of the

       10:56   10  content services segment handled commented on EBS' 
recent

               11  efforts on area of video on demand.  He stated that

               12  ex-would be providing financial structuring and 
technology

               13  integration for the delivery of software on demand for



               14  electronic boutique, a leading specialty retailer of 
video

       10:56   15  and computer games.  He noted that EBS had also signed a

               16  six-month entertainment on demand agreement with New 
Line

               17  Cinema, the largest independent movie studio.

               18                  Mr. Rice then commented on the decline 
in

               19 tally com stock an bandwidth prices during 2001 and 
stated

       10:56   20 that the decline would impact EBS' plans over the coming

               21 year.  He presented charts depicting EBS' 2000 actual, 
2001

               22 original plan, and 2001 revised plan expenses and capital

               23 expenditures and noted that EBS would not be lighting the

               24 network, as originally planned because EBS could purchase

       10:57   25 excess capacity available in the market.  He then 
reviewed
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                1 planned reductions in the EBS head count and planned

                2 earnings before interest and taxes for 2001.

                3                He concluded by saying that EBS' network 



was

                4 substantially complete, there was excellent deal flow in

       10:57    5 intermediation and trading activities, and EBS continued 
to

                6 be committed to consent services.  He stated that

                7 management believed that the over all tally come market

                8 would continue to be soft and that further industry shake

                9 out was expected.

       10:57   10                He noted that EBS was confident that its

               11 business model positioned the company for success in this

               12 environment."

               13  Q.   You agree that this presentation that you made to 
the

               14  EBS board contradicts nearly all of your statements

       10:57   15  regarding the capabilities that EBS and its commercial

               16  prospects a as of the second quarter of 2001; correct?

               17  A.   No.  It does not contradict nearly all of them.  It

               18  contradicts some of the statements on the financial 
health

               19  of our business.

       10:58   20  Q.   Just going to the bottom of the first page do you 
see

               21  where it says, "He concluded by stating that EBS' 
network

               22  was substantially complete, there was excellent deal 
flow



               23  intermediation trading activities."  Do you see that?

               24  A.   I see that.

       10:58   25  Q.   And that's what you told the board of Enron; right?
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                1  A.   That is what I told the board.

                2  Q.   And you are now saying that's not true?

                3  A.   That's not true.

                4  Q.   Did you know whether or not any of these Enron 
board

       10:58    5  members had actually listened in on the April 17 analyst

                6  call so as to get an update of the market from the 
analyst

                7  questions and answers before your presentation?

                8  A.   I don't know.

                9  Q.   Do you know that -- do you know that today?

       10:58   10  A.   No, I don't.  I don't know that today.

               11  Q.   And, Mr. Rice, in your first eight or nine meetings

               12  with the FBI, you never discussed anything about this 
May

               13  1st, 2001 board meeting, did you?



               14  A.   I don't think so.

       10:59   15  Q.   And, in fact, Mr. Rice, as you began preparing for

               16  your testimony you reviewed this document; right?

               17  A.   I did review that document.

               18  Q.   And you learned that this document essentially

               19  contradicted the testimony that you were going to be

       10:59   20  giving in this case regarding the status of EBS as of 
the

               21  spring of 2001; correct?

               22  A.   I knew that that document was consistent with what 
I

               23  said to the analysts and that what I presented to the

               24  board of directors was inconsistent with what was really

       10:59   25  happening at EBC -- EBS.
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                1  Q.   And to be clear as to your testimony told, you're

                2  also saying that February 14th, 2001 to all EBS 
employees

                3  you also made similar false statements; right?

                4  A.   Yes, I did.



       11:00    5  Q.   Okay.  And, Mr. Rice, you now say that there was a

                6  draft of this presentation that you showed to

                7  Mr. Skilling?

                8  A.   I don't know if I showed it to Mr. Skilling.  I 
began

                9  preparing a draft, which was somewhat different than 
this.

       11:00   10  And knowing that Mr. Skilling was very -- Mr. Skilling

               11  wanted to make sure that whatever any of us said to the

               12  board he was familiar with.

               13                  He wanted to -- he wanted to understand

               14  that.  So he and I talked about it.  I don't know if I

       11:00   15  showed him my draft, and the result of that conversation

               16  was to give the board an update of EBS, give them an

               17  update of the reconstructing of EBS and an update of the

               18  overall market, but in the draft presentation that I

               19  prepared, there was -- there was better description of 
the

       11:01   20  impact that the overall market conditions would have on

               21  EBS.

               22  Q.   And when did you prepare this draft presentation,

               23  Mr. Rice?

               24  A.   In the weeks leading up to the May 1 board meeting.

       11:01   25  Q.   Can you be more specific?
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                1  A.   I don't remember exactly when.

                2  Q.   And who assisted you in preparing that draft?

                3  A.   Well, the draft was really myself.  I just put

                4  together some slides and started -- started putting them

       11:01    5  together.

                6  Q.   And it's your testimony, Mr. Rice, that Mr. 
Skilling

                7  asked you to change the presentation to make it more

                8  optimistic; is that right?

                9  A.   Well, Mr. Skilling wanted to make it more 
consistent

       11:02   10  with what we were -- what we were saying at the analyst

               11  conference.  He -- and I think when I went over my

               12  presentation with him, he didn't really like the way 
that

               13  it flowed and he wanted to go back to the standard

               14  presentation that we were using for the analyst 
conference

       11:02   15  still.

               16  Q.   And where did this conversation you had with



               17  Mr. Skilling take place?

               18  A.   I don't remember.

               19  Q.   And when did it take place?

       11:02   20  A.   Sometime before the board meeting.

               21  Q.   Was anyone else present?

               22  A.   I don't think so.

               23  Q.   How long did this meeting take?

               24  A.   I think this meeting took 15 or 20 minutes.

       11:02   25  Q.   To be clear, are you saying that Mr. Skilling asked
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                1  you to put something that was not true in this

                2  presentation or to make a change to the presentation?

                3  A.   What I took from my meeting with Mr. Skilling is 
that

                4  he wanted me to put a presentation together that was 
more

       11:03    5  consistent with the analyst conference presentation, and

                6  was less direct about some of the challenges that we 
were

                7  facing in EBS.



                8  Q.   Now, Mr. Rice, the -- this presentation, this draft

                9  that was you say was changed, you agree would be an

       11:03   10  important document for this jury to see if it existed?

               11  A.   Yes.

               12  Q.   Have you spent anytime trying to find it?

               13  A.   I think I found a copy of it.

               14  Q.   And do you know why on your direct exam why you

       11:03   15  weren't shown a copy of the draft?

               16             MR. BERKOWITZ:  Judge, I'll object; 
relevance.

               17             THE COURT:  Sustained.

               18 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

               19  Q.   Did a Ms. Terrie James assist you in preparing this

       11:03   20  draft?

               21  A.   The draft I don't think anybody assisted me on, but

               22  perhaps she did.  She may have assisted me on the final

               23  presentation.

               24  Q.   So it's your testimony you had a draft and then

       11:04   25  Mr. Skilling gave you some comments that you then
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                1  incorporated into the final, that you presented to the

                2  board; is that right?

                3  A.   Yeah.  Actually, after my conversation with

                4  Mr. Skilling I just gave up on the draft I was working 
on,

       11:04    5  and started over using the original analyst 
presentation.

                6  Q.   So you're saying there's actually another original

                7  presentation that you actually just chucked to the side

                8  and then started working on a second one?

                9  A.   Yes.

       11:04   10  Q.   Do you have that presentation?

               11  A.   I don't have it with me.

               12  Q.   Do you have it anywhere?

               13  A.   I think I can find it.

               14  Q.   But you have you gone that over WFRJT I showed it 
to

       11:04   15  the government, I don't think we spent very much time on

               16  it?

               17  Q.   Now, in fact, Mr. Rice, didn't you in your a woman

               18  assisting you named Terrie James actually prepare this

               19  board presentation with 13 different drafts over a 6 to

       11:05   20  8-day period?

               21  A.   I think that's that's possible, yes.



               22  Q.   And isn't it true, that the final version of the

               23  Board presentation is more pessimistic than the first

               24  version?

       11:05   25  A.   I don't think so.
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                1  Q.   Okay.  Let's go through it.  I'm presenting to you

                2  Tab 147, which is marked A through P.  These are all the

                3  versions of the May 2001 board presentation.  Do you 
know

                4  what I think I gave you my copy, Mr. Rice?

       11:05    5             MR. HOLSCHER:  Sarah, can you help me find

                6 this?

                7 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

                8  Q.   So, Mr. Rice, before you go through it, before 
today,

                9  had you reviewed the over dozen different drafts of this

       11:06   10  May 1st, 2001 presentation?

               11  A.   Not recently.  I may have in 2001.

               12  Q.   But not in preparation for your trial testimony



               13  right?

               14  A.   No.

       11:06   15  Q.   I'd like you to look first at Tab A.

               16             MR. HOLSCHER:  Your Honor, this is Defense

               17 Exhibit 33523A.  I'd like to have Mr. Rice look through 
it,

               18 actually have you look through this and authenticate it 
and

               19 then we will move to admit it, Your Honor.

       11:06   20             THE COURT:  All right.  Do you want him to 
look

               21 at each of the exhibits now?

               22             MR. HOLSCHER:  I think just the first one --

               23             THE COURT:  All right.

               24             MR. HOLSCHER:  -- Your Honor.

       11:07   25             THE WITNESS:  Okay.  I've thumbed through it.
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                1 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

                2  Q.   Do you recognize Exhibit A as your initial

                3  presentation draft for the May 1st, 2001 board meeting?



                4  A.   This is not what I remember as Meyer initial draft.

       11:07    5  Q.   And in the initial draft is it you believe you gave

                6  another draft to the government at some point?

                7  A.   I think they have a copy of it.

                8  Q.   What I'd like to do, do you recognize that as a

                9  document that you and Ms. James were working on to 
prepare

       11:08   10  for the analyst conference?

               11  A.   Yes.  For the analyst conference or the board

               12  meeting?

               13  Q.   First the analyst conference and then for the board

               14  meeting?

       11:08   15  A.   It looks like the presentation that we put together

               16  for the analyst conference.

               17  Q.   And in fact in that binder, there are 16 different

               18  revisions to that presentation; correct?

               19  A.   Well, I haven't looked at it but I'lltal your word

       11:08   20  for it if you want me to.

               21  Q.   Now, tell the jury again when you say Mr. Skilling

               22  looked at some presentation you prepared and told you to

               23  change it?

               24  A.   Well, I don't remember the date.  What I remember 
was

       11:08   25  being told that I would be giving a presentation I 
started
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                1  putting it together, I discussed it with Mr. Skilling, 
got

                2  direction from Mr. Skilling to put together a different

                3  sort of presentation.

                4  Q.   And you have looked through your calendar to see

       11:09    5  fiduciary a meeting scheduled with Mr. Skilling during

                6  this time period?

                7  A.   I didn't -- I don't remember seeing a meeting

                8  scheduled with him.

                9  Q.   And Mr. Rice, in your work with the task force, you

       11:09   10  went through all of your calendar entries for the entire

               11  time and actually gave them a day-by-day summary of all 
of

               12  your calendar meetings in some of your meetings with 
them;

               13  right?

               14  A.   I didn't go through a day-by-day summary.  Again we

       11:09   15  identified certain meetings and points much discussion,

               16  but we didn't go day-by-day.



               17  Q.   Mr. Rice, didn't you in your -- some of your

               18  interviews with the FBI literally go through hundreds of

               19  entries and discuss with them all that?

       11:09   20  A.   Yes.

               21  Q.   Now, do you have any record anywhere of the 
comments

               22  you now say Mr. Skilling gave to you?

               23  A.   Only my recollection.

               24  Q.   Do you have any witnesses to this event where you

       11:10   25  either before or after of who would have any knowledge
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                1  other than you, that Mr. Skilling gave you changes to

                2  presentation of the Board?

                3  A.   No, it was just a discussion with Mr. Skiing and

                4  myself.

       11:10    5  Q.   And at any time before you began cooperating in 
this

                6  case, isn't it true that even after you've been

                7  cooperating for several months in this case, you did not



                8  even raise with the task force that you believed

                9  Mr. Skilling had asked you to make a misleading

       11:10   10  presentation; isn't that right?

               11  A.   I don't recall that.

               12  Q.   You don't recall raising the task force during the

               13  first year and a half of your cooperation; right?

               14  A.   No, I don't.

       11:10   15  Q.   And in fact, during that first year and a half of

               16  your cooperation, the task force asked you literally

               17  thousands of questions regarding all of your activities

               18  with Mr. Skilling, for you to provide them potential

               19  evidence to use at this trial; correct?

       11:10   20             MR. BERKOWITZ:  Judge, object to form.

               21             THE COURT:   Pardon?

               22             MR. BERKOWITZ:  It's argumentative.

               23             THE COURT:  Overruled.

               24             THE WITNESS:  I'm sorry.  What was the

       11:11   25 question?
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                1 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

                2  Q.   During your 200 hours plus of meetings with the 
task

                3  force, didn't they ask you hundreds of questions to try

                4  and get all of your knowledge about any potential

       11:11    5  misconduct by Mr. Skilling?

                6  A.   Yes, they did ask me hundreds of questions.

                7  Q.   Now, what I would like to do?

                8             MR. HOLSCHER:  First of all, Your Honor, I 
move

                9 to admit defense Exhibit 33523A.

       11:11   10             THE COURT:  He said that's not his draft.

               11 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

               12  Q.   I'll clear it up.  Mr. Rice, what you are saying is

               13  this is the draft of the presentation you prepared but 
you

               14  think there's another draft out there somewhere as well;

       11:11   15  right?

               16  A.   I think this is a draft of the presentation that 
was

               17  ultimately presented.  There is another draft that I was

               18  working on for the board meeting.

               19  Q.   Okay.  You agree this is a draft that you were

       11:11   20  working on for the May 1st board of directors

               21  presentation; correct?



               22  A.   I think it is.

               23  Q.   And if you could just leaf through the book, each 
one

               24  has the beginning page regarding the date of the draft 
and

       11:12   25  the like, could you leaf through those for a person 
trying
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                1  to authenticate these things I don't want you to go

                2  through each page but just whether they look like the

                3  drafts that you went through in the course of your May 
1,

                4  2001 presentation.

       11:13    5  A.   They look like the drafts I may have gone through.

                6             MR. HOLSCHER:  Your Honor, at this time we 
move

                7 to admit Defense Exhibit 33523A through P.

                8             MR. BERKOWITZ:  No objection, Your Honor.

                9             THE COURT:  Pardon me.

       11:13   10             MR. BERKOWITZ:  No objection.

               11             THE COURT:  I don't have an exhibit list with



               12 Enron.  When you get me one I'll admit it.

               13             MR. HOLSCHER:  Thank you, sir.

               14             THE COURT:  That's A through what?

       11:13   15             MR. HOLSCHER:  A through P, Your Honor.

               16              (Exhibit Number ** was admitted)

               17 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

               18  Q.   Pam, if you could put up on the board a side-by-
side

               19  of the conclusion page.  Pam, I want you to put up had

       11:13   20  side by say inclusion version A and version B the first

               21  and the last.

               22                  In fact, Mr. Rice, the first conclusion

               23  page on your draft was the one on top which was from the

               24  analyst covers; correct?

       11:14   25  A.   I'm not sure what you mean by from the analyst
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                1  conference.  We didn't say that at the analyst 
conference.

                2  Q.   I'm sorry, 2001 analyst conference that top part 
was



                3  two conclusions there the one at the top is A that's the

                4  draft of April 25th, 2001, the one on the bottom is P,

       11:14    5  that's a draft of April 30, 2001 okay?  I'm asking you 
to

                6  compare the earlier draft on top with the later draft on

                7  the bottom.  Do you understand my question?

                8  A.   I do.  I was just confused because you said 
something

                9  about first quarter analyst -- or the analyst 
conference.

       11:15   10  Q.   You don't recognize the conclusion at the top being

               11  similar to what you had said to the analysts in 2001 for

               12  EBS?

               13  A.   Not for the analyst conference.  We didn't talk 
about

               14  first quarter earnings in the analyst conference.

       11:15   15  Q.   Okay.  Could you read out for the jury the

               16  conclusions in that first draft on top.  This is the 
April

               17  25th, 2001 draft?

               18  A.   "Strong first quarter earnings confirm positive

               19  momentum of Enron's high growth businesses.

       11:15   20                  Second, successful new businesses

               21  extending Enron's enormous growth potential.

               22                  Third, Enron is well positioned for



               23 continued strong, long-term financial performance."

               24  Q.   Would you please read the conclusion in the Draft P

       11:16   25  of April 30th P 2001.
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                1  A.    "Network is substantially complete.

                2                  Excellent deal flow on intermediation 
and

                3 trading activities.

                4                  Continued commitment to content 
services.

       11:16    5                  Over all Telecom market will continue to

                6 be soft with further industry shake out expected.  EBS 
has

                7 moderate expense and continued commitments.  EBS has

                8 redirected its focus away from network billed out and

                9 toward commercial activities.  EBS is confident that its

       11:16   10 business model positions us well in this environment."

               11  Q.   In fact, Mr. Rice, the conclusion on the revised

               12  presentation is more pessimistic than the early draft;

               13  correct?



               14  A.   I wouldn't agree with that.  I think they are about

       11:16   15  the same.

               16  Q.   The fourth bullet point at the bottom when it talks

               17  about over all tally com market will continue to be soft

               18  can; do you see that?

               19  A.   Yes.

       11:17   20  Q.   Do you agree that's more pessimistic than saying

               21  successful new businesses extending Enron's enormous

               22  growth potential?

               23  A.   I don't know whether that's pessimistic or not.  
What

               24  I want appears to me is it's just additional information

       11:17   25  we're telling them.  One of the things Mr. Skilling 
wanted
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                1  to do was to address the fact that we had restructured 
our

                2  broadband services business and we thought that it was

                3  important to discuss why we did that and.

                4  Q.   You agree to the extent Mr. Skilling in this



       11:17    5  conversation you now remember that if Mr. Skilling had

                6  asked you to reflect in the presentation that EBS had

                7  restructured business that would be entirely 
appropriate;

                8  right?

                9  A.   Yes.

       11:17   10  Q.   All right.  And also that -- that third bullet 
point

               11  where it talks about continued commitment to content

               12  services do you see that?

               13  A.   Yes.

               14  Q.   In fact, that bullet point indicated that one of 
the

       11:18   15  discussion areas was going to be given where EBS was in

               16  the market, what would be its continued commitment to

               17  content services; right?

               18  A.   Yes.

               19  Q.   And the first conclusion the first draft there was 
no

       11:18   20  incline at all that there was any potential problem with

               21  consent services's site; correct?

               22  A.   Well, I'm not sure what was included in the first

               23  draft in the body.  I think it's safe to say that 
nothing

               24  on the conclusion page showed up.

       11:18   25  Q.   Is I want fair to say, Mr. Rice, that you have no 



--
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                1  none of this evidence or any documentation to support 
your

                2  claim that Mr. Skilling asked you to say anything

                3  misleading the board; correct?

                4  A.   All I can do is give you my recollection of my

       11:19    5  discussions.

                6  Q.   Now, going back to the summary minutes that we had 
at

                7  the beginning of the other exhibit, the minutes of the 
May

                8  1st, 2001 board meeting, do you have those in front of

                9  you, Mr. Rice?

       11:19   10  A.   Yes, I do.

               11  Q.   Let me ask you a background question just to

               12  reference this in time.  When did you learn that

               13  Mr. Skilling was going to resign from Enron?

               14  A.   On August 1, 2001.

       11:19   15  Q.   And, Mr. Rice, isn't it true, that not only did you



               16  say to the board on May 1st, 2001, all of those things

               17  that you now claim not to be true, you later verified 
that

               18  everything you said in there was absolutely fine?

               19  A.   I don't remember if I did that or not.

       11:20   20  Q.   Can we please up Defense Exhibit 33473.

               21                  Mr. Rice, at the bottom of this e-mail, 
is

               22 this an e-mail from Kelly Johnson to you dated August 1st

               23 of 2001?

               24  A.   Yes.

       11:20   25  Q.   And is Ms. Johnson forwarding to you the EBS
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                1  presentation to the board of directors for you to 
provide

                2  comments?

                3             MR. BERKOWITZ:  Judge, I don't know if this 
is

                4 admitted yet.

       11:20    5             MR. HOLSCHER:  Your Honor, I'm sorry.  At 
this



                6 point we move to admit Defense Exhibit 33473.

                7             THE WITNESS:  Do you have a tab number?

                8             MR. HOLSCHER:  Yes, it's tab 149.

                9             MR. BERKOWITZ:  I have no objection.

       11:21   10             THE COURT:  Just like to continue to remind 
to

               11 go through the proper procedure.  It's admitted.

               12              (Exhibit Number ** was admitted)

               13 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

               14  Q.   In fact, Mr. Rice, this is Ms. Kelly Johnson

       11:21   15  forwarding to you the summary of the presentation you 
made

               16  to the Enron board on May 1st, 2001; correct?

               17  A.   Yes.

               18  Q.   And she's giving it to you nearly four months 
later;

               19  right?

       11:21   20  A.   Yes.

               21  Q.   And as of August 1, 2001, you knew there actually 
had

               22  been a meltdown in the telecommunications industry; 
right?

               23  A.   Yes.

               24  Q.   So at the time you were looking at this document, 
you

       11:21   25  knew that the statements you had made on May 1, 2001,
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                1  would look overly optimistic if someone read them the

                2  minutes correct?

                3  A.   Yes.

                4  Q.   Because the market had changed so quickly; right?

       11:21    5  A.   Not because the market had changed so quickly.

                6  Q.   And you were given an opportunity by Ms. Johnson to

                7  provide any comments on that presentation; correct?

                8  A.   Yeah.  What -- yes.  I was under the impression 
that

                9  she was looking for accuracy relative to what I had

       11:22   10  reported.  In other words, she was asking me to read 
that

               11  and then confirm that that is actually what was said at

               12  the board meeting.

               13  Q.   So it's your --

               14  A.   I don't think she was asking for me to correct any

       11:22   15  statements.

               16  Q.   So it's your testimony that she was just asking you

               17  not to confirm whether it was true and something just



               18  minutes, but something that what was said; is that your

               19  testimony?

       11:22   20  A.   That's what I believed.

               21  Q.   So you didn't understand her to be asking you if 
you

               22  have any questions to the board presentation?

               23  A.   No.

               24  Q.   And you told Ms. Johnson on August 1st, 2001, that

       11:22   25  this looks fine; correct?
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                1  A.   Yes.

                2  Q.   And now you're telling this jury that that board

                3  presentation is filled with lies; correct?

                4  A.   There are some -- there are some false statements 
in

       11:23    5  there.

                6             MR. HOLSCHER:  Your Honor, I have about five

                7 more minutes.

                8             THE COURT:  All right.



                9 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

       11:23   10  Q.   I'd like to go back to where we started, Mr. Rice.

               11  I'd like to look at Tab 1.

               12                  Pam, that's Defense Exhibit 33469.

               13             MR. HOLSCHER:  Were I believe it's admitted 
and

               14 I would ask it be published.

       11:23   15             THE COURT:  All right.

               16 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

               17  Q.   Mr. Rice, this is the e-mail we talked about at the

               18  beginning of your testimony that you sent to your cousin

               19  shortly after Mr. Skilling's resignation?

       11:24   20  A.   Yes.

               21  Q.   And in it, you talk about the fact that Mr. 
Skilling

               22  was the architect of the growth of Enron?

               23             MR. BERKOWITZ:  Judge, I'll object to the

               24 extent he read the entire e-mail and it seems cumulative.

       11:24   25             MR. HOLSCHER:  I'm going to set the substance
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                1 and I'll be done in about five minutes, Your Honor.

                2             THE COURT:  All right.

                3 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

                4  Q.   You agreed, Mr. Rice, that Jeff Skilling loved the

       11:24    5  company at Enron, he loved it?

                6  A.   Yes.

                7  Q.   And you agree that for 10 years of his life he gave

                8  nearly all his time and energy to the company?

                9  A.   I know that for that 10 years he was very committed

       11:24   10  to the company.

               11  Q.   And you agree that among all the employees at 
Enron,

               12  he was one of the hardest working and most devoted at

               13  Enron?

               14  A.   Mr. Skilling was very hard-working.

       11:25   15  Q.   And you believed as of August 15th, 2001, that 
Enron

               16  would be worse off if Mr. Skilling left?

               17  A.   I did believe that.

               18  Q.   And as of that time you didn't believe that

               19  Mr. Skilling had spearheaded any conspiracy; did you?

       11:25   20  A.   I knew that Mr. Skilling and I had misled investors

               21  on a number of occasions about -- about the prospects of

               22  our business within EBS.



               23  Q.   And, in fact, at no time, before you began

               24  cooperating with the government, did you tell your 
friend,

       11:25   25  Jeff Skilling, you had any concerns about any statements
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                1  he had made to the analysts; correct?

                2  A.   I don't know if I did.

                3             MR. HOLSCHER:  No further questions, Your

                4 Honor.

       11:25    5             THE COURT:  Mr. Lewis.

                6             MR. LEWIS:  Thank you, Judge.

                7                      CROSS-EXAMINATION

                8 By MR. LEWIS:

                9  Q.   Good morning, Mr. Rice.

       11:26   10  A.   Good morning.

               11  Q.   In fairness to you and the ladies and gentlemen of

               12  the jury I'll let you know this is going to be brief.

               13  Promise Judge last night it wouldn't take more than two

               14  days?



       11:26   15  A.   Okay.

               16             THE COURT:  Note he was kidding.

               17 BY MR. LEWIS:

               18  Q.   Let me focus your attention on the subject matter 
you

               19  touched on this morning and you touched on on 
Valentine's

       11:26   20  day about 3:30 in the afternoon with Mr. Berkowitz and

               21  that is the May 1 board of directors meeting.  In

               22  fairness, Mr. Rice, there is no reason during that

               23  presentation to the board that Mr. Lay would have 
thought

               24  you anything less than candid is there?

       11:26   25  A.   I don't think so.
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                1             MR. LEWIS:  Thank you, Mr. Rise.  Nothing

                2 further, Your Honor.

                3             THE COURT:  We'll have more of your work,

                4 Mr. Lewis.  The government want to begin it's redirect 
now?



       11:26    5             MR. BERKOWITZ:  We can begin.  I probably 
have

                6 some things to mark over luncheon if it makes sense.  I'm

                7 happy to start now.

                8             THE COURT:  Okay.  Let's start now.

                9                    REDIRECT EXAMINATION

       11:27   10 BY MR. BERKOWITZ:

               11  Q.   Mr. Rice, Mr.  Holscher asked you a number of

               12  questions about budget process.  Do you remember 
generally

               13  those questions?

               14  A.   Yes.

       11:27   15  Q.   Talked about gross margin and targets, et cetera?

               16  A.   Yes.

               17  Q.   The $110 million loss that you wanted to get for 
the

               18  year was that a number you felt was sandbagging, Mr. 
Rice?

               19  A.   No.

       11:27   20  Q.   Can you -- did you believe that that was a -- an

               21  aggressive number that you were going to the board with 
or

               22  going to Mr. Lay and Mr. Skilling with?

               23             THE COURT:  Just a second.  There's an

               24 objection.

       11:27   25             MR. HOLSCHER:  Objection just on leading, 



Your
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                1 Honor.

                2             THE COURT:  All right.  Try not to lead.

                3 BY MR. BERKOWITZ:

                4  Q.   How would you characterize the $110 million loss

       11:28    5  number that on or around November 8th of 2000 you

                6  presented to Mr. Skilling and Mr. Lay?

                7  A.   I knew the $110 million loss number was going to be

                8  very difficult for us to hit.  And I was concerned about

                9  our ability to do it.  I knew it would be a challenge 
and

       11:28   10  I knew that we hadn't seen transaction flow that would

               11  enable us to get that number for several months.

               12  Q.   Was the negotiation process for the year 2001 
unusual

               13  at all relative to your experience in the past that

               14 Mr. Holscher had asked you about?

       11:28   15  A.   Well, the process in getting to the ultimate number

               16  was different than what I was familiar with because our



               17  first passes resulted in numbers 400 million, 500

               18  million-dollar loss numbers for the year which went well

               19  beyond sandbagging and notwithstanding the ultimate 
going

       11:29   20  in that $110 million, getting -- even getting to the 
$110

               21  million within EBS required much more effort in 
discussing

               22  internally to EBS how we could get to that number, what

               23  the problems were in getting to that number and it was 
--

               24  there were a lot of challenges within EBS just getting 
to

       11:29   25  it a $110 million number.
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                1  Q.   Do you have any sense as to why in light of the $60

                2  million loss -- let me ask it this way:  In light of the

                3  $60 million loss that you were projecting for 2000, what

                4  message would $110 million loss have sent to the

       11:29    5  marketplace in your opinion?

                6  A.   Increasing the loss by almost a factor of two in my



                7  view would have been sending the signal to the market 
that

                8  at worse we were losing ground, and at best it was going

                9  to take longer than what we wanted the market to think 
to

       11:30   10  break even.

               11  Q.   So -- how would you characterize the $65 million 
loss

               12  figure that was mandated on you by Mr. Skilling?

               13  A.   The $65 million loss figure would send a message to

               14  the market that we're going to be about where we were 
and

       11:30   15  things were progressing rapidly and we're moving towards 
a

               16  break even.

               17  Q.   Let's talk about how the business actually did in

               18  2001, Mr. Rice.  What was the loss in the first quarter?

               19  A.   We reported a $35 million loss in the first 
quarter.

       11:30   20  Q.   What, if anything, was that, was that based on

               21  various reconstructing charges that were taking at all,

               22  was that taken into account into in a $35 million loss

               23  number?

               24  A.   Well, what we did to get to the $35 million loss 
was

       11:31   25  we did a content services monetization which was almost
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                1  all of the gross margin, and we transferred many of our

                2  costs from EBS to Enron Corp in the last two weeks of 
the

                3  first quarter.

                4  Q.   What about the second quarter, what was the 
reported

       11:31    5  loss?

                6  A.   $102 million loss, I believe, for the second 
quarter.

                7  Q.   So we're up to about 137 million for the the first

                8  half of the year?

                9  A.   Yes.

       11:31   10  Q.   Do you know what the loss was for the third quarter

               11  of 2001?

               12  A.   I think it was $180 million or something like that,

               13  I'm not as sure about that.

               14  Q.   Is it fair to say that the actual losses -- and 
what

       11:31   15  happened to EBS for the year 2001?  What actually happen

               16  to the business?



               17  A.   The business it's my understanding that the 
business

               18  was wound down, that it was -- it was at least

               19  substantially cut back to the point where there was 
really

       11:32   20  nothing left of the business and it was terminated, or

               21  that's my understanding after I left.

               22  Q.   We talked a little bit -- or you talked a little 
bit

               23  on cross-examination about your long-term optimism for 
the

               24  business.  Do you remember those questions?

       11:32   25  A.   Yes.
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                1  Q.   Was the long-term optimism based on the survival of

                2  the business, Mr. Rice?

                3  A.   Yes.

                4  Q.   Was the survival in the business in question in 
your

       11:32    5  mind in late 2000 and early 2001?

                6  A.   In early 2001 for sure.  I was very concerned about



                7  the survival of our business.

                8  Q.   What would the business have been worth if it 
didn't

                9  survive, Mr. Rice?

       11:32   10  A.   Zero.

               11  Q.   Were -- do you remember a number of questions that

               12  were asked of you on cross-examination about various

               13  contracts and various mergers?

               14  A.   Yes.

       11:33   15  Q.   The mergers, was that a short-term solution or a

               16  long-term solution?

               17  A.   Excuse me.  The merger was a long-term solution.

               18  Q.   All right.  The contract with MSN, was that a

               19  transaction or a deal that was going to be bringing in

       11:33   20  revenues in a short-term?

               21  A.   No.  The MSN transaction was a five-year 
transaction

               22  that had no immediate revenues, no immediate gross 
margin.

               23  It was one that was going to require a long-term

               24  implementation of some of our services and, in fact,

       11:33   25  development of the services that Microsoft expected us 
to
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                1  provide.

                2  Q.   Did you tell Mr. Skilling before the March 23rd 
call

                3  that the negotiations about the MSN deal changed 
anything

                4  about the short-term condition of the business?

       11:34    5  A.   No.

                6  Q.   Did the negotiations change anything about the

                7  short-term condition of the business?

                8  A.   No.

                9  Q.   Do you remember looking at the deal term sheet that

       11:34   10  Mr. Mr. Holscher showed you about the MSN deal?  Do you

               11  remember that document?

               12  A.   Yes.

               13  Q.   And that was dated on or about March 23rd?  Do you

               14  remember that?

       11:34   15  A.   I think it was dated March 22nd.

               16  Q.   Do you recall whether you were aware of that term

               17  sheet on or around that day?

               18  A.   I don't know if I was aware of the term sheet.  I 
was



               19  aware we were negotiating the contract.

       11:34   20  Q.   Do you have the exhibit number for that term sheet?

               21             MR. HOLSCHER:  We can get it.

               22             MR. BERKOWITZ:  Okay.

               23 BY MR. BERKOWITZ:

               24  Q.   I'll ask, do you know -- the term sheet, was that a

       11:34   25  final signed contract, Mr. Rice?  You talked about
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                1  contracts being complete nothing is done?

                2  A.   No, I wasn't.  What Mr. Mr. Holscher showed me was 
a

                3  letter of intent.

                4  Q.   Ask you describe for the jury had you a letter of

       11:35    5  intent may differ from a contract.

                6  A.   A letter of intent is simply a a letter which is

                7  signed by both parties which outlines their intent to 
work

                8  towards negotiating a definitive contract:  L it 
sometimes

                9  and in this case it had broad -- a broad outline every



       11:35   10  time terms and conditions of the deal.  It's not binding

               11  in any way and in fact the document that Mr. Mr. 
Holscher

               12  showed me had a provision in it that is said this is not

               13  binding.

               14  Q.   Let me put up?

       11:35   15             MR. HOLSCHER:  The document is defense 6696 I

               16 believe.  I believe it is Tab 83 which may still be up

               17 there.

               18 BY MR. BERKOWITZ:

               19  Q.   Would you take a look at Tab 83 and if we could

       11:35   20  publish the first page and focus on the fax headers at 
the

               21  top of that.

               22                  Do you see that, Mr. Rice?

               23  A.   Yes, I do.

               24  Q.   And the conference call that you testified about

       11:36   25  relating to certain information was March 23rd, 2001?  
Do
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                1  you remember that?

                2  A.   Yes.

                3  Q.   Do you remember when that call took place or not?

                4  A.   The conference call?

       11:36    5  Q.   On March 23rd.

                6  A.   I'm not sure when it took place.

                7  Q.   Do you see the fax header at the top of the 
document

                8  and could you read to the jury what your understanding 
of

                9  that fax header is.

       11:36   10  A.   There is a fax header at the top, it says March 26,

               11  2001, 11:21 a.m.

               12  Q.   Is that from Enron communications?

               13  A.   It appears to be associated with Enron

               14  communications.

       11:36   15  Q.   What about the March 23rd at 1527, does that appear

               16  to be from the Microsoft building?

               17  A.   Yes.

               18  Q.   Do you have any reason to believe that you would 
have

               19  spoken with Mr. Skilling about this particular letter of

       11:37   20  intent before the conference call on March 23rd, 2001?

               21  A.   No.



               22             MR. HOLSCHER:  Your Honor, I'm going to

               23 object -- well, we can pull up the transcript.  These

               24 questions were asked and answered on direct differently.

       11:37   25             THE COURT:  The jury will decide whether they
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                1 were answered differently.

                2 BY MR. BERKOWITZ:

                3  Q.   Do you know where Mr. Skilling was in the days

                4  leading up to the March 23rd, 2001 conference call 
whether

       11:37    5  he was in the country or not?

                6  A.   I believe he was in South America.

                7  Q.   Let's talk about the backbone trust transaction.  
I'm

                8  now moving back in time to 2000.  You testified both on

                9  direct and on cross to orient you about various

       11:37   10  transactions that were entered into in the second, third

               11  and fourth quarter of 2000.  Do you remember that?

               12  A.   Yes.

               13  Q.   Mr. Holscher asked you a series of questions about



               14  whether those few knew those were illegal in any way.  
Do

       11:38   15  you remember those questions?

               16  A.   Yes.

               17  Q.   What, if anything, Mr. Rice, is the significance to

               18  EBS' business of the fact that the revenues in 2000 came

               19  from the transactions that you spoke about and testified

       11:38   20  about?

               21  A.   The significance of that is we were ascribing --

               22  communicating to Wall Street, that the value of EBS 
would

               23  be driven by our two core businesses, those two core

               24  businesses are band core intermediation and content

       11:38   25  services business.
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                1                  How those businesses performed over time

                2  would ultimately be the engine that created the 20 or 
$30

                3  billion in value we were hoping to get with the 
business.



                4  Because the backbone transaction and the investment

       11:39    5  portfolios were not part of our core businesses.  In 
fact,

                6  they weren't included in the valuation model that we 
were

                7  using, it's important to realize that although those 
were

                8  fine to help us make earnings, that they weren't

                9  contributing to the strategic or core part of our

       11:39   10  businesses.

               11  Q.   Were those numbers in your view, things that were

               12  likely to be sources of revenue in 2001 and going 
forward?

               13  A.   No, I did not think that we would have any

               14  significant sources of revenue relative to our fiber in

       11:39   15  2001, nor to our investment portfolio.

               16  Q.   The backbone trust, Mr. Holscher asked you a number

               17  of questions about that, that was the dark fiber sale to

               18  LJM, do you remember that?

               19  A.   Yes.

       11:40   20  Q.   And he asked you about arms length nature of the

               21  transaction; correct?

               22  A.   Yes.

               23  Q.   Who negotiated that transaction on behalf of EBS?

               24  A.   Kevin Howard.



       11:40   25  Q.   Who negotiated it on behalf of LJM, if you know?
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                1  A.   I know Mr. Fastow was involved in the negotiations.

                2  Q.   Would they have better knowledge of the specifics 
of

                3  the negotiations than you, Mr. Rice?

                4  A.   Yes.

       11:40    5  Q.   You -- what was the significance of selling to LJM?

                6  You talked about a market price in being paid a market

                7  price.  Was there anybody else out there that you could

                8  sell this to, as far as you knew?

                9  A.   No.

       11:40   10  Q.   How come?

               11  A.   Because there was no one in the market that -- at

               12  least our salespeople could find that were willing to 
pay

               13  a price above what our cost basis in the fiber was.

               14  Q.   Do you believe that -- well, okay.  Let's move to 
the

       11:41   15  third quarter of 2001, talked about an investment I 
think



               16  you were asked questions about that investment.  Do you

               17  remember those on cross-examination?

               18  A.   Yes.

               19  Q.   What was the name of that investment, Mr. Rice?

       11:41   20  A.   An investment in Avici Corporation.

               21  Q.   Can you remind the jury the monetary affect that 
that

               22  transaction had on the third quarter 2000 earnings?

               23             MR. HOLSCHER:  Your Honor, I object.  It's 
just

               24 restating direct.

       11:41   25             THE COURT:  Wasn't this covered on direct?
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                1             MR. BERKOWITZ:  I'm trying to orient the 
jury,

                2 Your Honor.

                3             THE COURT:  All right.  Let's move through it

                4 quickly.

       11:41    5 BY MR. BERKOWITZ:

                6  Q.   Mr. Rice, did that transaction that $150 million



                7  range?

                8  A.   Yes.

                9  Q.   Was that a market to market transaction, talked 
about

       11:41   10  mark to management with Mr.  Holscher was that a mark to

               11  market transaction?

               12  A.   I think that the correct characterization of it is

               13  fair market value transaction, but it's analogous to 
mark

               14  to market only for investments instead of for 
commodities.

       11:42   15  Q.   What -- what would typically happen to the fair

               16  market value of that if it went down?

               17  A.   The fair market value of it would go down and we

               18  would have to record a loss for the quarter in which it

               19  went down.

       11:42   20  Q.   Did the fair market value go down?

               21  A.   Yes.

               22  Q.   Did you record a loss?

               23  A.   No.

               24  Q.   Why not?

       11:42   25  A.   Because hedged the transaction.
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                1  Q.   And with whom did you hedge the transaction and in

                2  what vehicle?

                3  A.   We hedged the transaction --

                4             MR. HOLSCHER:  Your Honor, same objection.

       11:42    5 It's a repeat on direct.

                6             THE COURT:  Yeah, the objection is sustained.

                7 This has all been covered on direct.

                8 BY MR. BERKOWITZ:

                9  Q.   You were asked a series of questions about the

       11:42   10  monetizations.  Do you remember those questions, Mr. 
Rice,

               11  with respect to the monetizations, Mr.  Holscher asked 
you

               12  if the accountants had approved them and if the lawyers

               13  had aproved them?

               14  A.   Yes.

       11:42   15  Q.   Did you personally deem with the accountants and 
the

               16  lawyers?

               17  A.   No.

               18  Q.   Do you know what information was provided to them



               19  about it?

       11:43   20  A.   No.

               21  Q.   The monetization remind the jury what it was the

               22  monetization did to the future will revenues of EBS?

               23  A.   The monetization was a sale.

               24             MR. HOLSCHER:  Your Honor, I'm sorry.  Same

       11:43   25 objection.
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                1             THE COURT:  Overruled.

                2             THE WITNESS:  Monetization was a sale of the

                3 future revenues of our content delivery business by 
selling

                4 those future revenues we were reducing future earnings

       11:43    5 potential.

                6 BY MR. BERKOWITZ:

                7  Q.   With what effect would that have on the future

                8  long-term prospects of the business or the value of the

                9  business?

       11:43   10  A.   It would have a negative effect.



               11  Q.   Mr. Hole asked you whether monetizations were 
legal.

               12  Do you remember that?

               13  A.   Yes.

               14  Q.   Was -- and your answer was as far as you knew no?

       11:43   15  A.   No, I don't think they're illegal.

               16  Q.   Is it illegal to lie about monetizations to the

               17  investment community, Mr. Rice?

               18             MR. HOLSCHER:  Objection, Your Honor

               19 argumentative and not related to the scope on cross.

       11:43   20             THE COURT:  Overruled.

               21             THE WITNESS:  Yes.  It's illegal to lie about

               22 what you did with the monetization.

               23 BY MR. BERKOWITZ:

               24  Q.   And is that what happened and occurred by you and

       11:44   25  Mr. Koenig on various calls in 2001?
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                1  A.   Yes.

                2             THE COURT:  We're going to take our noon



                3 recess.  We'll stand recess until 1:15, ladies and

                4 gentlemen.

                5

                6
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